Cell-surface MuSK self-association: a crucial role for the putative signal sequence.
The receptor tyrosine kinase MuSK plays a crucial role-both as a signaling molecule and structurally-in the process of clustering nicotinic acetylcholine receptors at the neuromuscular junction. Immunofluorescence microscopy of transiently transfected fibroblasts has been used to visualize the cell-surface distribution of MuSK, which is found in discrete, punctate clusters. This distribution does not result from targeting of MuSK to identified plasma membrane subdomains, and MuSK's association with itself is specific, as MuSK clusters at the cell surface are segregated from clusters of other cotransfected receptor tyrosine kinases. A mutational analysis, using coexpressed pairs of MuSK mutants and chimeras, demonstrates that the putative signal peptide is both necessary and sufficient for association with MuSK. Removal of the intracellular domain or most of the extracellular domain, or replacement of the transmembrane domain, does not abolish MuSK self-association. The N-terminus of the MuSK protein, however, is sufficient to recruit another receptor tyrosine kinase to MuSK clusters. Quantitation and statistical analysis of the amount of colocalization between coexpressed MuSK mutants and chimeras confirm these results.